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Dubai Customs launches Customs Inspector Safe Passage in response to Covid-19 pandemic

Dubai Customs has developed a mobile safe passage to ensure the safety and security of its inspection officers. The safe inspection passage aims to protect inspectors and sterilize them before they embark on their inspection routines.

It is equipped with a smart thermal scanner that reads temperature aloud, a water source operated by foot rather than hands, and full sterilisation procedure, along with safety gear, including gloves, masks and full body protective uniform."

The portable cabin can be transported easily to any place within the Customs premises. The initiative is line with the health guidelines issued by the Ministry of Health and other health authorities in the UAE to prevent the spread of Covid-19.

The safety and security of our inspection officers is a top priority. At the same time, we ensure streamlined, efficient Customs work is maintained to avert any disruptions to the trade supply chain.

Dubai Customs has taken a number of precautionary measures and steps to ensure the safety of inspection officers while doing their job. These included the sterilisation of all the trucks passing through Hatta border crossing.

Earlier, Dubai Customs had sterilised all its buildings and customs centers and facilities.